
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

December 15, 2016 

 

Announcement on Issuance of Rupiah-Denominated Unsecured Bonds in Indonesia 

 

PT. Century Tokyo Leasing Indonesia (head office: Jakarta, Indonesia; herein “CTI”), a consolidated subsidiary of Tokyo Century 

Corporation (herein “Tokyo Century”), has issued Rupiah-denominated unsecured bonds in the Indonesian market under the 

following terms and conditions. This is Tokyo Century Group’s first bond issuance in Indonesia. 

 

As a part of the Third Medium-Term Management Plan which has started in fiscal 2016, Tokyo Century Group aims to expand 

overseas business by promoting alliance strategies. Our alliance strategies are to expand our businesses by partnering with local 

financial institutions and blue-chip companies that have extensive customer bases, channels and infrastructure; the ability to take risks 

and deal with local regulatory systems.  

 

In November 2016, Tokyo Century and Lippo Group, the Indonesia’s leading conglomerates agreed to establish a comprehensive 

business alliance regarding the digital business and the FinTech business, and concluded a Strategic Partnership Agreement 

accordingly. In addition, in December 2016, Tokyo Century and Grab Inc., the leading ride-hailing platform in Southeast Asia entered 

into a strategic partnership to collaborate on new leasing and rental car options for GrabCar drivers in countries where Grab operates, 

including Indonesia. 

 

Indonesia has the highest GDP amongst ASEAN countries, and it has a promising market which is expected to maintain growth into 

the future. This bond issue is intended to meet CTI’s increasing fund procurement needs due to the company’s increasing leased 

assets and others. Tokyo Century Group will seek to further develop its business outside Japan, while reinforcing and diversifying its 

fund procurement methods in overseas markets. 

 

Overview of Rupiah-Denominated Unsecured Bonds 

Issuer: PT. Century Tokyo Leasing Indonesia 

Guarantor: Tokyo Century Corporation 

Total amount of issue: IDR200 billion (approximately JPY1.6 billion) *1IDR = 0.008JPY 

Coupon rate: 8.75% per annum 

Maturity date: December 16, 2019 

 Bond will be redeemed in full upon maturity. 

Closing date: December 15, 2016 

Method of offering: Private Offering 

Arranger: PT DBS Vickers Securities Indonesia 

Rating: AAA (PEFINDO: PT Pemeringkat Efek Indonesia) 
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About PT. Century Tokyo Leasing Indonesia 

Head office:  Jakarta, Indonesia 

Date of foundation:  February, 2011 

Paid-in capital:  IDR300 billion 

Shareholder:  Tokyo Century Corporation   (85%) 

 PT. Sinar Mas Multiartha Tbk. (15%) 

 

 

Contact Information: 

Tokyo Century Corporation 

Investor Relations Office 

Takeshi Matsubara 

Inquiry: https://www.tokyocentury.co.jp/en/contact/form.php 

Phone: +81-(0)3-5209-6710 

 

(Note) This translation is prepared and provided for reference only. In the event of any discrepancy between this translated document and 

the original Japanese document, the original document shall prevail. 


